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Who flies fighter planes? The U.S. military uses fighter planes to help protect our country. Featuring

some of the most recognizable machines in the military, this book shows how these awesome

planes work. --This text refers to the Paperback edition.
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Perfect for my 4 year old. I recently took him to his first air show. He loves everything about planes.

This keeps his attention and has just enough details to keep his interest without being too much.

I highly recommend this book for any young beginner reader. My grandson is 4 and he loves this

book!! The way Jeffrey crafts his text is clear, concise and actually encourages a young reader to

want to learn to read!! The supportive photographs are of excellent quality and clearly demonstrate

the text. The information provided about each fighter plane is clear and interesting with just enough

detail to interest the reader both young and old. The only "criticism" my grandson has is... "The title

should be Fighter Jets not Fighter Planes!!" Semantics. There must be a reason.

My 4yr old loves the book. He became enthralled with aircraft carriers and fighter planes several



months ago. This book is a nice overview of the types of fighter crafts.

makes this a wise choice for a younger child. They'll read what they can while being amazed at the

plentiful pics. Also a nice lil' book to read to them that keeps it short and to the point.

My 5 year old son loves all things fighter jet. This is a great book to educate him about fighter

planes. We have read it so many times, he knows the book by heart.

My son loves jets and I bought this so he could learn a bit more bout them. The pictures are cool,

information is easy to understand, and easy to read.

Our three-year-old loved this. Pictures of fighter jets, easy text, stuff explained, coolness

abounds--what's not to like?

Beautiful pictures and it will be easy for my grandson to read. We can read it together! Fast shipping

with Prime!
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